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Artikelnummer :  DF01HS1390EN

139.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  WEL01HS0890T

89.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  VE01HS1390RT

139.00EUR
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Artikelnummer :  SDG01HS1290E

129.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  SV01HS1990NG

199.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  SZH01HS0990N

99.00EUR
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Artikelnummer :  MOO01HS0890T

89.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  MS01HS1090RN

109.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  KF01HS0990ND

99.00EUR
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Artikelnummer :  IZH01HS1390S

139.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  HD01HS1090TE

109.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  ZL01HS0990KL

99.00EUR
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A heart gives you wings

Artikelnummer :  EHF01HS1190L

	Fly towards the sun - I&#39;ll give you the wings, you only have to trust me

	Be enchanted by starlike glitter and fly towards the sun. Highest quality crystal and brilliant cut in unusual

and exclusive shape.

	When light hits the crystal, many points of light are produced. The facets refract light, providing strong

color intensity and a great&quot;rainbow effect&quot;.

	The necklace is plated with high quality alloy with18 carat white goldand is one of the highest quality in the

fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, with white gold this is largely excluded.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements

	

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm

	

		Pendant: 3.8 x 3.2 cm

	

		White gold plated

	

		Swarovski Element

	

	Copyright by timeless-diamond

119.00EUR
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Arrow right

Artikelnummer :  PG01HS1190AU

	The arrow represents the power of thought and communication.

	It also symbolizes the energy, patience, concentration, goal security, speed and determination. An artfully

crafted piece of jewelry with Swarovski Elements.

	A direction indicator or Cupid&#39;s love arrow?

	A symbol for the sun to find hidden talents and abilities. The ancient Greeks used the silver arrowto search

and find something.Moreover, they believed a silver arrow captures the lifestyle and goals.

	The necklace is plated with high quality plating alloy with18 carat white goldand is part of the highest

quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, with white gold this is largely excluded.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements.Details:

	

	

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm + 5cm extension possible

	

		White gold plated

	

		Swarovski Elements

	

		Pendant: 2.9 cm x 2.5 cm

	

	Copyright by timeless-diamond

119.00EUR
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Designer Necklace of the extra class

Artikelnummer :  HDE01HS1390E

	A bit of Hollywood style and oriental simultaneously

	Gorgeous sparkling, high-quality crystals from &quot;Austria crystals&quot; were brought here in perfect

frame.

	Extravagant and supple, this extraordinary necklace expertly placed at the neckline.

	A true masterpiece that would impress most star designers on a red carpet.

	The combination and originality give the necklace a personal touch. A highlight at every performance and

is probably the best gift under the christmas tree.The necklace is plated with high quality alloy with 18 carat

white gold and is one of the highest quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, with white gold this is largely excluded.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements.Details:

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm + 5cm extension possible

	

		White gold plated

	

		Pendant: 7 cm

	

		Large crystal: 1cm x 2cm

	

		Pendant ring: &Oslash; 2cm

	

	Copyright by timeless-diamond

139.00EUR
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Get the stars from the sky

Artikelnummer :  HSH01HS1390L

	Be inspired by the magical beauty of the stars

	A clear night and a thousand twinkling stars in the sky, you were never the magical sparkling stars so

close.

	With this jewelry you will have magic and unforgettable moments.

	The magical night sky is now close at hand. The necklace was made with love to detail and with sparkling

Swarovski Elements (made &#8203;&#8203;in Austria).

	The necklace is provided with a high-quality electroplating alloy, with 18 carat white gold and therefore

belongs to thehighest quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, but this is largely excluded with white gold.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements.

	

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm + 5cm extension possible

	

		Pendant: 1.6 cm x 1.1 cm

	

		Earrings: &Oslash; 2,3 cm

	

		Swarovski Elements

	

		Only crystal clear stock

	

		18karat white gold plated

	

	

	Copyright by timeless-diamond

139.00EUR
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Heavenly Magic

Artikelnummer :  HZ01HS0950ER

	I would fly you to heaven and back

	The sky has many faces, whether breathtaking blue, beautiful shades of gold at sunrise or varying shades

of red at sunset.

	This heart gives you wings, open your heart and soar with wings outstretched to heaven.

	With its magical beauty of the crystals it will pull people under its spell.

	The sparkling Swarovski Elementsputs your neckline to advantage skillfully. The sparkling heart is always

in the right place and gives fascination and power of expression.

	The necklace is plated with high quality plating alloy with18 carat white goldand is part of the highest

quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, with white gold this is largely excluded.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in a

	n own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for crystal elements.Details:

	

	Details:

	

		

			Necklace: 40cm

		

			Pendant: 3.1 x 1.5cm

		

			White gold plated

		

			Swarovski Elements

	

	

		

	

		Copyright by timeless-diamond

95.00EUR
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I gift you my heart

Artikelnummer :  ISH01HS1090Z

	Friendship and the power of love kindles a fire in our hearts

	The heart is also a symbol of endurance and perseverance, a perfect gift for someone you really love. The

festival of love is upon us, you give your heart and share it and saying, &quot;Thank you for being in my

life.&quot;

	I give you my heart - the biggest and best gift of love or deep friendship.

	

	The necklace is set with sparkling Swarovski crystals. The special cut crystals are very classy and

beautiful. The necklace is a high-quality electroplating alloy provided with 18 carat white gold and is one of

the highest quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, with white gold this is largely excluded.

	

		Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements

	

		

	

		

			Details:

		

			

				Necklace: 40cm

			

				White gold plated

			

				Swarovski Elements

			

				Heart: 1.7 cm x 1.7 cm

		

	

	

		

	

		Copyright by timeless-diamond

109.00EUR
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Intimate connection

Artikelnummer :  IV01HS0990IT

	Symbol of love and life

	The heart is the symbol of love and life. The one derived from the others!

	The necklace is a timeless and beautiful piece of jewelry and the perfect accessory for any occasion.

	The heart is a symbol of emotions that move us.Love has an indescribable force.

	Awake emotions as a sign of love and friendship with our lovely heart collection. Or enjoy the moment to

pamper yourself a little.

	The necklaces are provided with a high-quality electroplating alloy and with 18 carat white gold and are

therefore the highest quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, but this is largely excluded with white gold.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements.

	

	The necklace is available in the colors crystal white, turquoise and magenta

	

	The necklace is about 40 cm long

	The pendant is 27 x 17 mm

	Nickel and lead free

	

	Copyright by timeless-diamond

99.00EUR
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Magic stars

Artikelnummer :  SZ01HS0990ER

	Sparkling Swarovski crystals are beautiful, like the magic of the night sky

	Get the stars from the sky and let the magic of the sparkling crystals get you. The Swarovski Elements

have a perfect finish and an extraordinary brilliance and beauty.

	Whether Crystal clear, fascinating colorful as the rainbow, Lilac Purple or turquoise blue as the sea. One

thing they all have in common - they shine like the stars.

	The sparkling crystals give each piece of jewelry expression, charm and a touch of luxury.

	The necklace was made with perfection and with love to detail with sparkling Swarovski Elements (made

&#8203;&#8203;in Austria).

	The necklace is plated with high quality plating alloy with18 carat white goldand belongs therefore to the

highest quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, but this is largely excluded with white gold.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements.

	

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm + 5cm extension possible

	

		White gold plated

	

		Swarovski Elements

	

		Great color selection

	

		Pendant: 1.3 cm x 1.3 cm

	

		Weight: 12.50 g

	Copyright by timeless-diamond

99.00EUR
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Ring with heart

Artikelnummer :  RMH01HS1090Z

	

	

		How can you express love more clearly?

		

		A brilliant idea, a heart decorated with the ring in the middle of a small holding with Swarovski elements,

noble heart.

		

		The necklace is provided with absolutely high-quality crystals, the crystal is made &#8203;&#8203;with

Swarovski elements. The specially cut crystals are very noble and very beautiful, a highlight for everyone.

		

		Enjoy jewelry that are characterized by a long life. The chains do not change their color and will remain

permanently bright and beautiful. These will thus pave over the years a lot of fun.

		

		The necklaces are made &#8203;&#8203;of high quality alloy with platinum plating and therefore the

highest quality in fashion jewelry. Platinum itself is a silvery-white metal that is extremely rare and valuable

than gold. Many allergies are due to nickel in jewelry linked in this Weitgehends Platinum is excluded.

		

		The offered Goldfaben chains are plated with 18 carat gold alloy.

		

		It is not in our offer to the collection of Swarovski jewelry, but genuine Swarovski stones / elements in

your own design!

		

		

		Details:

	

		

			Necklace: 40cm + 5cm extension possible

		

			Ring: diameter of 2.1 cm

		

			Swarovski Elements

	

	

		

		

	

		

	

		

	

		Copyright by timeless-diamond

109.00EUR
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Sunheart

Artikelnummer :  SH01HS0690RZ

	As long as the sun shines, the world is okay

	A medallion with lots of little hearts, skillfully staged by sparkling crystals from Swarovski Elements.

	The sun is at the center, in the heart of the solar system. The medallion symbolizes the center of the heart

with a skillfully placed heart, illuminated by sparkling crystals, in the circle of the sun.

	The necklace is plated with high quality alloy with18 carat white goldand is one of the highest quality in the

fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, with white gold this is largely excluded.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design!

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm

	

		Medallion: 2.3 x 2.0 cm

	

		White gold plated

	

		Swarovski Elements (Made in Austria)

	

	Copyright by timeless-diamond

69.00EUR

Symbol of love and life

Artikelnummer :  SLL01HS0990S

	Gorgeous heart necklace or heart jewelry set

	Love is a sign of friendship. The heart is the symbol of love and life. Thanks to its elegant and timeless

design the jewelry is a must for lovers and friends!

	The heart is a symbol of emotions that move us.

	Awake emotions as a sign of love and friendship with our lovely heart collection. Or enjoy the moment to
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pamper yourself a little.

	The necklace and earrings are set with sparkling, absolutely high quality Swarovski crystals.

	The special cut crystals are very classy and sparkling fantastic.The necklaces are made with a

high-qualityelectroplating alloy with18 carat white goldand are therefore the highest quality in the fashion

jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, but this is largely excluded with white gold.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements.

	

	Necklace-available in four different colors (crystal. turquoise, lilac, red)

	Necklace and Earrings Set-available in four different colors (Crystal. turquoise, lilac, red)

	

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm, 5cm can be added

	

		Trailer: 20 x 16 mm

	

		Earrings: 13 x 10 mm

	

		Nickel and lead-free

	

	Copyright by timeless-diamond

99.00EUR
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Trendy Necklace

Artikelnummer :  TC01HS1090ER

	

	

		With this beautiful necklace you are always in the right place!

		

		The contemporary design, offers the possibility to rotate the various &quot;branches&quot;.The chain of

crystals visible, it goes perfectly with any outfit.

		

		The necklace has a crystal &quot;Swarovski Elementen&quot; high quality. The specially cut crystals are

very bright and beautiful for any occasion.

		

		

		

		The necklaces are made of high quality alloy plated with platinum and then for the highest quality fashion

jewelry. Platinum is a white to off-put it Agento, extremely rare and much more prezzioso gold. Many

allergies are due to the nickel content of the many alloys, in the platinum is not present.

		

		The chains in &quot;White-gold&quot; only plated with 18 karat gold.

		

		This offer is not a product offered by Swarovski, but we have created jewelry with stones / Swarovski

brilliant original.

		

		The chainis 40 cm long and can be extendedfurther 5 cm.

	

		

			

	

	

		

			

		

			Copyright by timeless-diamond

109.00EUR
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Necklaces

Artikelnummer :  DF01HS1390EN

139.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  WEL01HS0890T

89.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  VE01HS1390RT

139.00EUR
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Artikelnummer :  SDG01HS1290E

129.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  SV01HS1990NG

199.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  SZH01HS0990N

99.00EUR
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Artikelnummer :  MOO01HS0890T

89.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  MS01HS1090RN

109.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  MH01HS1690IR

169.00EUR
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Artikelnummer :  KF01HS0990ND

99.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  IZH01HS1390S

139.00EUR

Artikelnummer :  HD01HS1090TE

109.00EUR
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Artikelnummer :  ZL01HS0990KL

99.00EUR
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A heart gives you wings

Artikelnummer :  EHF01HS1190L

	Fly towards the sun - I&#39;ll give you the wings, you only have to trust me

	Be enchanted by starlike glitter and fly towards the sun. Highest quality crystal and brilliant cut in unusual

and exclusive shape.

	When light hits the crystal, many points of light are produced. The facets refract light, providing strong

color intensity and a great&quot;rainbow effect&quot;.

	The necklace is plated with high quality alloy with18 carat white goldand is one of the highest quality in the

fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, with white gold this is largely excluded.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements

	

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm

	

		Pendant: 3.8 x 3.2 cm

	

		White gold plated

	

		Swarovski Element

	

	Copyright by timeless-diamond

119.00EUR
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Arrow right

Artikelnummer :  PG01HS1190AU

	The arrow represents the power of thought and communication.

	It also symbolizes the energy, patience, concentration, goal security, speed and determination. An artfully

crafted piece of jewelry with Swarovski Elements.

	A direction indicator or Cupid&#39;s love arrow?

	A symbol for the sun to find hidden talents and abilities. The ancient Greeks used the silver arrowto search

and find something.Moreover, they believed a silver arrow captures the lifestyle and goals.

	The necklace is plated with high quality plating alloy with18 carat white goldand is part of the highest

quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, with white gold this is largely excluded.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements.Details:

	

	

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm + 5cm extension possible

	

		White gold plated

	

		Swarovski Elements

	

		Pendant: 2.9 cm x 2.5 cm

	

	Copyright by timeless-diamond

119.00EUR
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Designer Necklace of the extra class

Artikelnummer :  HDE01HS1390E

	A bit of Hollywood style and oriental simultaneously

	Gorgeous sparkling, high-quality crystals from &quot;Austria crystals&quot; were brought here in perfect

frame.

	Extravagant and supple, this extraordinary necklace expertly placed at the neckline.

	A true masterpiece that would impress most star designers on a red carpet.

	The combination and originality give the necklace a personal touch. A highlight at every performance and

is probably the best gift under the christmas tree.The necklace is plated with high quality alloy with 18 carat

white gold and is one of the highest quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, with white gold this is largely excluded.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements.Details:

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm + 5cm extension possible

	

		White gold plated

	

		Pendant: 7 cm

	

		Large crystal: 1cm x 2cm

	

		Pendant ring: &Oslash; 2cm

	

	Copyright by timeless-diamond

139.00EUR
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Get the stars from the sky

Artikelnummer :  HSH01HS1390L

	Be inspired by the magical beauty of the stars

	A clear night and a thousand twinkling stars in the sky, you were never the magical sparkling stars so

close.

	With this jewelry you will have magic and unforgettable moments.

	The magical night sky is now close at hand. The necklace was made with love to detail and with sparkling

Swarovski Elements (made &#8203;&#8203;in Austria).

	The necklace is provided with a high-quality electroplating alloy, with 18 carat white gold and therefore

belongs to thehighest quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, but this is largely excluded with white gold.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements.

	

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm + 5cm extension possible

	

		Pendant: 1.6 cm x 1.1 cm

	

		Earrings: &Oslash; 2,3 cm

	

		Swarovski Elements

	

		Only crystal clear stock

	

		18karat white gold plated

	

	

	Copyright by timeless-diamond

139.00EUR
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Heavenly Magic

Artikelnummer :  HZ01HS0950ER

	I would fly you to heaven and back

	The sky has many faces, whether breathtaking blue, beautiful shades of gold at sunrise or varying shades

of red at sunset.

	This heart gives you wings, open your heart and soar with wings outstretched to heaven.

	With its magical beauty of the crystals it will pull people under its spell.

	The sparkling Swarovski Elementsputs your neckline to advantage skillfully. The sparkling heart is always

in the right place and gives fascination and power of expression.

	The necklace is plated with high quality plating alloy with18 carat white goldand is part of the highest

quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, with white gold this is largely excluded.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in a

	n own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for crystal elements.Details:

	

	Details:

	

		

			Necklace: 40cm

		

			Pendant: 3.1 x 1.5cm

		

			White gold plated

		

			Swarovski Elements

	

	

		

	

		Copyright by timeless-diamond

95.00EUR
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I gift you my heart

Artikelnummer :  ISH01HS1090Z

	Friendship and the power of love kindles a fire in our hearts

	The heart is also a symbol of endurance and perseverance, a perfect gift for someone you really love. The

festival of love is upon us, you give your heart and share it and saying, &quot;Thank you for being in my

life.&quot;

	I give you my heart - the biggest and best gift of love or deep friendship.

	

	The necklace is set with sparkling Swarovski crystals. The special cut crystals are very classy and

beautiful. The necklace is a high-quality electroplating alloy provided with 18 carat white gold and is one of

the highest quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, with white gold this is largely excluded.

	

		Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements

	

		

	

		

			Details:

		

			

				Necklace: 40cm

			

				White gold plated

			

				Swarovski Elements

			

				Heart: 1.7 cm x 1.7 cm

		

	

	

		

	

		Copyright by timeless-diamond

109.00EUR
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Intimate connection

Artikelnummer :  IV01HS0990IT

	Symbol of love and life

	The heart is the symbol of love and life. The one derived from the others!

	The necklace is a timeless and beautiful piece of jewelry and the perfect accessory for any occasion.

	The heart is a symbol of emotions that move us.Love has an indescribable force.

	Awake emotions as a sign of love and friendship with our lovely heart collection. Or enjoy the moment to

pamper yourself a little.

	The necklaces are provided with a high-quality electroplating alloy and with 18 carat white gold and are

therefore the highest quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, but this is largely excluded with white gold.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements.

	

	The necklace is available in the colors crystal white, turquoise and magenta

	

	The necklace is about 40 cm long

	The pendant is 27 x 17 mm

	Nickel and lead free
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Magic stars

Artikelnummer :  SZ01HS0990ER

	Sparkling Swarovski crystals are beautiful, like the magic of the night sky

	Get the stars from the sky and let the magic of the sparkling crystals get you. The Swarovski Elements

have a perfect finish and an extraordinary brilliance and beauty.

	Whether Crystal clear, fascinating colorful as the rainbow, Lilac Purple or turquoise blue as the sea. One

thing they all have in common - they shine like the stars.

	The sparkling crystals give each piece of jewelry expression, charm and a touch of luxury.

	The necklace was made with perfection and with love to detail with sparkling Swarovski Elements (made

&#8203;&#8203;in Austria).

	The necklace is plated with high quality plating alloy with18 carat white goldand belongs therefore to the

highest quality in the fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, but this is largely excluded with white gold.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements.

	

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm + 5cm extension possible

	

		White gold plated

	

		Swarovski Elements

	

		Great color selection

	

		Pendant: 1.3 cm x 1.3 cm

	

		Weight: 12.50 g
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Ring with heart

Artikelnummer :  RMH01HS1090Z

	

	

		How can you express love more clearly?

		

		A brilliant idea, a heart decorated with the ring in the middle of a small holding with Swarovski elements,

noble heart.

		

		The necklace is provided with absolutely high-quality crystals, the crystal is made &#8203;&#8203;with

Swarovski elements. The specially cut crystals are very noble and very beautiful, a highlight for everyone.

		

		Enjoy jewelry that are characterized by a long life. The chains do not change their color and will remain

permanently bright and beautiful. These will thus pave over the years a lot of fun.

		

		The necklaces are made &#8203;&#8203;of high quality alloy with platinum plating and therefore the

highest quality in fashion jewelry. Platinum itself is a silvery-white metal that is extremely rare and valuable

than gold. Many allergies are due to nickel in jewelry linked in this Weitgehends Platinum is excluded.

		

		The offered Goldfaben chains are plated with 18 carat gold alloy.

		

		It is not in our offer to the collection of Swarovski jewelry, but genuine Swarovski stones / elements in

your own design!

		

		

		Details:

	

		

			Necklace: 40cm + 5cm extension possible

		

			Ring: diameter of 2.1 cm

		

			Swarovski Elements
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Sunheart

Artikelnummer :  SH01HS0690RZ

	As long as the sun shines, the world is okay

	A medallion with lots of little hearts, skillfully staged by sparkling crystals from Swarovski Elements.

	The sun is at the center, in the heart of the solar system. The medallion symbolizes the center of the heart

with a skillfully placed heart, illuminated by sparkling crystals, in the circle of the sun.

	The necklace is plated with high quality alloy with18 carat white goldand is one of the highest quality in the

fashion jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, with white gold this is largely excluded.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design!

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm

	

		Medallion: 2.3 x 2.0 cm

	

		White gold plated

	

		Swarovski Elements (Made in Austria)

	

	Copyright by timeless-diamond
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Symbol of love and life

Artikelnummer :  SLL01HS0990S

	Gorgeous heart necklace or heart jewelry set

	Love is a sign of friendship. The heart is the symbol of love and life. Thanks to its elegant and timeless

design the jewelry is a must for lovers and friends!

	The heart is a symbol of emotions that move us.

	Awake emotions as a sign of love and friendship with our lovely heart collection. Or enjoy the moment to
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pamper yourself a little.

	The necklace and earrings are set with sparkling, absolutely high quality Swarovski crystals.

	The special cut crystals are very classy and sparkling fantastic.The necklaces are made with a

high-qualityelectroplating alloy with18 carat white goldand are therefore the highest quality in the fashion

jewelry area.

	Many allergies are connected due to nickel in jewelry, but this is largely excluded with white gold.

	Our offer is not a part of the jewelry collection by Swarovski, but it was made with genuine Swarovski

crystals / elements in an own design! Swarovski Elements is the registered trademark of Swarovski for

crystal elements.

	

	Necklace-available in four different colors (crystal. turquoise, lilac, red)

	Necklace and Earrings Set-available in four different colors (Crystal. turquoise, lilac, red)

	

	Details:

	

		Necklace: 40cm, 5cm can be added

	

		Trailer: 20 x 16 mm

	

		Earrings: 13 x 10 mm

	

		Nickel and lead-free
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Trendy Necklace

Artikelnummer :  TC01HS1090ER

	

	

		With this beautiful necklace you are always in the right place!

		

		The contemporary design, offers the possibility to rotate the various &quot;branches&quot;.The chain of

crystals visible, it goes perfectly with any outfit.

		

		The necklace has a crystal &quot;Swarovski Elementen&quot; high quality. The specially cut crystals are

very bright and beautiful for any occasion.

		

		

		

		The necklaces are made of high quality alloy plated with platinum and then for the highest quality fashion

jewelry. Platinum is a white to off-put it Agento, extremely rare and much more prezzioso gold. Many

allergies are due to the nickel content of the many alloys, in the platinum is not present.

		

		The chains in &quot;White-gold&quot; only plated with 18 karat gold.

		

		This offer is not a product offered by Swarovski, but we have created jewelry with stones / Swarovski

brilliant original.

		

		The chainis 40 cm long and can be extendedfurther 5 cm.
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